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A minimal model based on density-functional theory is proposed and solved to explain the unusual
chemisorption properties of carbon-monooxide (CO) molecules on Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O quasi-one-dimensional
(1D) surface reported in Feng et al. [ACS Nano 5, 8877 (2011)]. The striking features of CO adsorption include
(1) the strong lifting of the host Cu atom by 1 A˚, and (2) the highly anisotropic CO-CO interaction leading to
self-assembly into a nanograting structure. Our model implies that the 1D nature of the surface band is the key to
these two features. We illustrate how formation of a chemical bond through specific orbital interactions between
an adsorbate and 1D dispersive states of the substrate can impact the surface geometrical and electronic structure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.85.125426 PACS number(s): 68.43.−h, 64.75.Yz
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important topics in surface science is
the relationship between molecule adsorption and the mode
of intermolecular interaction. When molecules or adatoms
are adsorbed on an isotropic two-dimensional (2D) metal
surface, the standard picture can be summarized as follows.1
The adsorption occurs when the process gains sufficient
energy from the hybridization and charge transfer between
orbitals of substrate and adsorbate.2,3 Because the adsorption
energy is of the order electron volt (eV) and is usually
the largest energy scale, the host atom-adsorbate complex
can be treated as the basic unit, a quasimolecule, of the
system with an associated dipole moment in the range from
a tenth to a few e× A˚ (with e the charge of an electron).4
Of secondary importance is the intermolecular dipole-dipole
repulsion, which dominates the interadsorbate interaction at
high coverage where the average distance between adsorbates
is short.5 When two adsorbates are sufficiently close, they
may tilt from their optimal geometry of the dispersed system
in opposing directions between neighboring molecules in
order to reduce the dipolar repulsion.6 For sufficiently low
coverage, where the dipolar interaction becomes negligible
due to its 1/r3 dependence on the interadsorbate distance,
the surface-mediated interactions start to dominate. A general
feature of metal surfaces is the screening of an impurity charge
on a characteristic length scale given by a Fermi wave vector
kf . The screening charge density, which takes the form of
Friedel oscillations,1,7 modulates the interadsorbate interaction
between repulsion and attraction with a spatial period of π/kf .
This effect has been experimentally observed by measuring
and analyzing the statistical distribution of interadsorbate
separations,8 where an optimal separation corresponding to
the strongest attraction is found. Moreover, when the attraction
is sufficiently strong, the interadsorbate distance becomes
locked and the adsorbates are self-assembled into close-packed
superlattices to gain most energy from the surface electron
mediated interaction.9
For a substrate with undercoordinated atoms,10–12 such
as a reconstructed surface containing some empty sites, the
situation becomes more complicated and the above picture
may need some modification. The first consideration is the
extra degrees of freedom: in the presence of undercoordinated
atoms, there are multiple nonequivalent sites for the adsorption
to take place, which opens the possibility of adsorption
induced surface reconstruction. The surface reconstruction
involves breaking original bonds and costs energy but, as
mentioned previously, the adsorption is typically of the largest
energy scale which determines the surface reconstruction.
A typical example is CO adsorption on Pt(110) (1 × 2)
reconstructed surface, where energy gain of CO binding
at low coordination sites leads to step formation.10,11 The
second consideration is that the dispersion of surface electrons
can be highly anisotropic, i.e., more one dimensional (1D),
because with undercoordinated atoms it is more difficult for
electrons to hop across the empty sites. The resulting surface
mediated interadsorbate interactions can be greatly modified
and become very directional.13
Feng et al.14 have studied by low-temperature scanning
tunneling microscopy (LT-STM) and density-functional theory
(DFT) the CO adsorption on the anisotropic Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O
surface: the main purpose of the present work is to provide
a coherent picture via a simple model to explain several
unexpected observations, which include the strong adsorption
induced surface distortion and nanograting self-assembly
pattern of CO. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we describe the system of interest and briefly review
the main implications from Ref. 14. Important energy and
length scales associated with CO adsorption subject to the
experimental condition in Ref. 14 are also defined. In Sec. III
we propose a simple microscopic model, derived mainly from
density-functional theory (DFT), which captures the main
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physics of the system. Within this model, we explain several
key features of the observations. In Sec. IV the effective
CO-CO interaction is calculated and the impact due to local CO
adsorption is explicitly included. A simple microscopic picture
is provided to account for the observed highly anisotropic
inter-CO interaction. In Sec. V several features we neglect in
the simple model are discussed. Finally conclusions are given.
Some details of DFT and model calculations are given in the
appendixes.
II. KEY FEATURES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Ref. 14 the LT-STM study of CO adsorption on the
Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O surface has been described. In this section
we review the main experimental results of Ref. 14, the findings
of DFT calculations, and discuss the important energy and
length scales under the experimental conditions.
A. Main experimental observations
Figure 1(a) shows an STM image and the corresponding
ball representation of the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O reconstructed
surface, which is the substrate for CO chemisorption. The
bright contrast corresponds to Cu atoms, which form added
row Cu-O- chains above the bare Cu(110) surface. The Cu-
O- chains extend along the 〈001〉 (defined as y) direction,
and are separated from each other in the 〈1¯10〉 (defined as x)
direction by two substrate lattice constants corresponding to
5 A˚ [Fig. 1(a)].15 In the 〈001〉 direction, Cu-O- chain has a
lattice constant of 3.6 A˚. The dosed CO is adsorbed only on
Cu atoms of Cu-O- chains.14 The most important feature of
the Cu-O- chain is its one-dimensional electronic nature,3,13,16
which is the key to several unexpected observations.
The experiment in Ref. 14 revealed an unusual CO molecule
chemisorption behavior, which can be summarized as follows.
For adsorption of an isolated CO molecule, both STM images
and DFT calculations suggest that the CO pulls the host Cu
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) STM image of Cu(110)-O surface. The
bright contrast corresponds to the Cu atoms on Cu-O- chains. Inset
shows the corresponding ball model of Cu(110)-O surface. The 〈1¯10〉
and 〈001〉 are defined as x and y directions, respectively. The Cu-O-
lattice constant is 3.6 A˚ whereas the interchain separation is 5 A˚.
(Inset) The ball model of Cu(110)-O surface. Cufcc represents Cu
atoms of the Cu(110) substrate, and Cuadd represents Cu atoms of the
top reconstructed Cu-O layer. (b) The self-assembled nanograting
pattern after dosing CO onto the Cu(110)-O surface. The bright lines
correspond to CO molecules: the CO-CO separation along x is 5 A˚
and the most probable interline distance is ∼26 A˚.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Orbitals close to the Fermi level, which
are involved in CO-substrate interaction. (a) On the Cu-O- chain, Cu
3d3y2−r2 hybridizes with O 2py (σ type), Cu 3dyz hybridizes with
O 2pz (π type), Cu 3dxy hybridizes with O 2px (π type). (b) On
the outmost layer of the Cu(110) surface, a surface band (Shockley
surface state) composed of Cu 4py exists. (c) Seven tight-binding
bands obtained from relevant orbitals described in (a) and (b). The
σ -type hybridization leads to a bonding and an antibonding band
whereas two π -type hybridizations are neglected leading to four flat
nonbonding bands. Note that the highest two bands do not couple in
the calculation shown here.
atom by 1 A˚ from its equilibrium position. Moreover, the Cu-
CO unit is tilted by 45◦ and it can interconvert between two de-
generate tilted configurations on the STM imaging time scale
(Fig. 2 in Ref. 14). For higher coverages, where CO molecules
can interact, the effective inter-CO molecule potential is highly
anisotropic: it is attractive along the x direction while being
strongly repulsive along the y direction. These interactions
lead to molecular self-assembly into a nanograting pattern
[Fig. 1(b)]. As discussed in Ref. 14, the weakly attractive
interaction can be explained by the interaction between tilted
surface dipoles consisting of Cu-CO units. In the present work
we will focus on two other striking features—the pronounced
adsorption induced surface chain distortion, and the related
medium range (>4 unit cells) intermolecular repulsion strictly
localized on the same Cu-O- chain.
B. Important energy and length scales
Before proceeding to the model construction and calcula-
tions, definitions of the important energy and length scales of
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the interadsorbate interaction established by the experimental
temperature are needed. The energy scale associated with
77 K temperature of the experiments is 7 meV; it serves as
a reference to compare with the energy and length scales
of different interactions or dynamical processes. A length
scale Ls is defined by intermolecular separation where the
dipole-dipole interaction is comparable to the temperature.
Taking the dipole moment of the Cu-CO unit (d) to be
0.26 e×A˚(see Sec. III D), Ls is thus estimated by d2/L3s =
77 K ∼ 7 meV to be roughly 4.8 A˚. This is the distance where
the dipolar interaction is important and corresponds roughly
to between one and two Cu-O- lattice constants along y.
Similarly, the energy scale for repulsive interaction-induced
molecular desorption is defined by the temperature. According
to Arrhenius equation, the desorption rate k of a single
adsorbate is
k = f e−Ea/T . (1)
In this expression, the pre-exponential factor f is the attempt
frequency for desorption, and e−Ea/T is the probability of each
escaping attempt. The activation energyEa can be decomposed
into Ea = −Eb −  where Eb(< 0) is the single adsorbate
binding energy (negative) whereas  is the interadsorbate
interaction energy. Within our notation  > 0 (<0) represents
repulsive (attractive) interaction. The critical desorption rate,
which marks the boundary of stable adsorption, can be
defined as k0 = f eEb/T (therefore k = k0e/T ). If we define
the criterion for strong interadsorbate interaction by /T 
2.3, which produces an order of magnitude increase in the
desorption rate with respect to k0, the critical energy scale
for desorption at T = 77 K is  = 2.3 × 77 K ∼ 15 meV.
This estimate implies that the CO-CO repulsion of ∼30 meV
(because the interaction is shared by two adsorbates) is needed
to destabilize the CO adsorption. Because of this repulsion-
induced destabilization, the CO molecules in Fig. 1(b) are
widely separated in the y direction.
III. MICROSCOPIC MODEL I: ADSORPTION INDUCED
SUBSTRATE DISTORTION
In this section we construct a minimal model to explain
the key features of experimental observations in Ref. 14. The
model considers atomic orbitals close to the Fermi level (Ef ),
which are extracted from photoemission data,13 tight-binding
modeling,16 and DFT calculations. After specifying the
couplings between these relevant orbitals, which reasonably
reproduce the observed bands on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O
surface, we provide a microscopic explanation for why CO
induces a strong 1-A˚ lifting of the host Cu atom. A brief
discussion on the CO-CO attraction along x, which is already
described in Ref. 14, is also given for completeness.
A. Model of relevant substrate orbitals
In this and the next subsections we identify the most
important electronic orbitals of the adsorbate-substrate system
and construct a model by specifying couplings between them.
The most relevant electronic orbitals are those close to Ef and
can generally be inferred from the DFT calculation and the
electron injection/removal experiments such as photoemission
and STM. According to a tight-binding calculation,16 the
substrate orbitals involved in the bands close to Ef are Cu
3d3y2−r2 , 3dyz, 3dxy , O 2py , 2pz, 2px of the Cu-O- chain, and
the Cu 4py of Cu(110) surface, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
For orbitals on Cu-O- chains, symmetry allowed hoppings
are between Cu 3d3y2−r2 and O 2py (σ bond), Cu 3dyz and
O 2pz (π bond), as well as Cu 3dxy and O 2px (π bond).
Assuming there is no coupling between the Cu-O- chain and
Cu(110) surface state (this restriction will be removed later)
as in Ref. 16, a suitable choice of nearest-neighbor hoppings
produces seven one-dimensional bands that disperse along the
-Y line of the surface Brillouin zone, as shown in Fig. 2(c),
which reproduce the results of Ref. 16. Those calculated bands
can be divided into three groups according to their interactions
and symmetries: three Cu-O- bonding bands (one dispersive
σ and two weakly dispersive π ) between −6 and −8 eV;
three Cu-O- antibonding bands between −2 eV and + 0.5 eV;
and one Cu 4py surface band above + 0.5 eV. Photoemission
measurements13 confirm the lowest five bands and their 1D
nature, whereas STM measurements17 find another band with
a minimum at ∼0.6 eV above Ef at the Y point. The σ
antibonding band has never been described experimentally
and a plausible explanation for its vanishing will be given
shortly.
To construct a minimal model, we keep only the Cu-O- σ
antibonding band and the Cu(110) 4py surface band, because
they are closest in energy to the 2π∗ bonding orbitals of CO
molecules. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), they are characterized
by two tight-binding parameters t , t ′, an energy offset Eoff ,
and a coupling α. Note that the sign choice is to ensure the
positive t , t ′, and α produce the correct dispersions. When
α = 0, the energy offset and the Fermi energy are chosen such
that two bands touch at +0.5 eV at the Y point to comply with
Ref. 16. When α becomes nonzero, these two bands couple
most strongly at the Y point (due to the alternating sign),
leading to level repulsion near the Y point. This coupling
pushes the σ antibonding band down below Ef , where it
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The tight-binding coupling scheme
used to model CO adsorption on Cu-O- chains. (b) The dispersions
of the active surface bands without and (c) with their coupling (α =
0.25 eV). These two bands represent the top two bands in Fig. 2(c),
which are retained in the minimal model for CO interaction with
Cu(110)-O surface. In plots (b) and (c) t = 0.5 eV, t ′ = 1 eV are
used and the bands are shifted such that Ef = 0 for α = 0 eV.
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has not been observed because it is now strongly coupled
to the bulk bands of the substrate; whereas the Cu 4py surface
state, now mixed with significant σ antibonding components,
is pushed up and can be observed easily in STM measurements
at 0.6 eV above Ef since it is inside the Y -projected band gap
of the Cu(110) surface.17 The effect of the coupling between
the antibonding and 4py surface state bands is illustrated in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c).
The interactions just described can be represented by the
Hamiltonian in the second quantization form
Hs = −t
∑
i,σ
(c†i,σ ci+1σ + H.c.) + t ′
∑
i,σ
(c′†i,σ c′i+1,σ + H.c.)
+
∑
i,σ
[α(c†i,σ c′i,σ − c†i,σ c′i−1,σ ) + H.c.]
+
∑
i,σ
[−μc†i,σ ci,σ + (Eoff − μ)c′†i,σ c′i,σ ], (2)
where ci,σ and c′i,σ represent the σ antibonding orbital and the
Cu(110) 4py orbitals. Chemical potential μ is introduced to
describe the electron filling. Note that μ and Ef have exactly
the same role but in our convention they differ by an offset:
Ef is set to zero whereas μ is measured with respect to the
middle point of the bare σ antibonding band described by
the first term in Eq. (2). The subscript s in Hs represents
“substrate.” How to model the σ antibonding band by one
effective hopping parameter is given in Appendix B. The offset
energy is Eoff = 2t ′ + 2t so the two interacting bands touch at
the Y point when α = 0. As for the numerical values, we take
t = 0.5 eV, μ = 0.4 eV, α = 0.25 eV to reproduce the results
of Refs. 16, 13, and 17. The value of t ′ only slightly affects our
subsequent energy calculations (see Sec. V) because the Cu
4py band is mostly empty, and we simply take t ′ = t = 0.5 eV.
B. Model of relevant CO orbitals and adsorption
We now proceed to discuss the relevant orbitals of CO and
their couplings to the substrate. According to the Blyholder
model,18 chemisorption occurs through 2px and 2py orbitals
of C; these orbitals combine into 2π∗ molecular orbitals, which
upon adsorption have the correct symmetry to hybridize with
the host Cu 3dxz and 3dyz orbitals, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This
picture is confirmed by DFT calculations. Figure 5 shows the
projected density of states (PDOS) of CO 2π∗ (2py of C)
and substrate Cu 3dyz orbitals before and after the adsorption
occurs. As shown in Fig. 5, without CO adsorption, which
is simulated by putting CO 4 A˚ above the substrate Cu-O-
chain, the CO 2π∗ orbitals are + 1.5 eV above Ef . When
adsorption occurs, CO 2π∗ is pushed up to ∼1.8 eV, and some
of its weight appears below Ef due to its hybridization with
the host Cu 3d orbitals. We will neglect the 5σ orbitals in our
model whose effects will be discussed in Sec. V.
To model the adsorption in its simplest form, one needs
two parameters—the energy of adsorbate a (relative to the
Ef ) and its hybridization amplitude to the host orbital V . We
will consider two cases: (i) there is only one adsorbate to
describe single CO adsorption energy; and (ii) there are two
adsorbates separated by R number of Cu-O- lattice constants
to describe the substrate mediated interaction between two CO
molecules. In the second quantization form, the Hamiltonians
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) CO adsorption channels: Hybridiza-
tions between CO 2π∗ and Cu 3d orbitals are the main components
contributing to CO adsorption. Left: C 2py and Cu 3dyz; right: C 2px
and Cu 3dxz. (b) The relevant orbitals after CO adsorption: Without the
lifting the relevant orbital of Cu atom is 3d3y2−r2 , which forms strong
bonds to adjacent O but cannot hybridize with CO 2π∗ orbitals; by
lifting the host Cu atom, the relevant orbital becomes 3dyz, which can
simultaneously hybridize with CO 2π∗ and O 2py orbitals. The arrows
indicate the tilting directions of the O 2py orbitals that is required to
maximize simultaneously the hybridization with the adjacent Cu 3d
orbitals of the lifted Cu atom on one side and the Cu-O- chain on the
other.
for one and two adsorbates are
H (1)a (R) = ad†0d0, (3)
H (2)a (R) = ad†0d0 + ad†RdR,
where the superscript (i) indicates the number of adsorbate,
the subscript a stands for adsorbate, and dj represents the
molecular orbitals at site j . Hamiltonians describing the
hybridization between adsorbate and substrate are
H (1)c (R) = V (d†0c0 + H.c.), (4)
H (2)c (R) = V (d†0c0 + d†RcR) + H.c.,
with the subscript c standing for coupling. According to the
DFT PDOS result in Fig. 5, a is 1.5 eV above Ef , and the CO-
Cu coupling V is estimated to be 1 eV to give the calculated
energy splitting. These parameters lead to an adsorption
energy of 0.9 eV, which is roughly 50% larger than the
0.6 eV computed from DFT and inferred from a temperature
programed desorption measurement.19 One should bear in
mind, however, that this estimate neglects the energy cost
of the substrate distortion and the contributions from other
possible interactions. The complete tight-binding description
is summarized in Fig. 3(a). After specifying the model one can
compute the adsorption energy and interadsorbate interaction
using the formalism developed by Grimpley, Einstein, and
Schrieffer (GES) in Refs. 20 and 21. The formalism, as
it applies to CO chemisorption on Cu(110)-O surface, is
presented in Appendix C.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The PDOS in the arbitrary units (a.u.)
for Cu 3dyz (a) and CO 2py orbitals (b) with (solid) and without
(dashed) CO adsorption plotted with respect to the Fermi level. In both
calculations the host Cu is lifted 1 A˚ above its equilibrium position.
For the case without CO adsorption, CO is placed at 4 A˚ above the
lifted Cu. Adsorption of CO pushes CO 2py up to + 1.8 eV with small
weight transferred to −2 eV, whereas the Cu 3dyz is pushed down to
−2 eV with small weight transferred to + 1.8 eV. The level repulsion
and weight transfers are the consequence of hybridization between
CO 2py and Cu 3dyz. (c) DFT calculations of constant charge-density
surfaces for Cu 3dyz–CO 2py bonding (−2 eV, upper panel) and
antibonding ( + 1.8 eV, lower panel) orbitals with CO adsorption and
concomitant Cu lifting.
C. Adsorption induced substrate distortion
Based on the energy positions of relevant orbitals, we
give a microscopic explanation why CO adsorption induces
a 1-A˚ lifting of the host Cu. Generally the adsorption process
gains energy from overlap of the orbitals of substrate atom
and adsorbate; the closer the energy difference the larger the
energy gain. This simple picture has been applied to several
adsorbate/substrate systems to explain the adsorption induced
surface reconstruction.10,22 Here, the main hybridization chan-
nel is between CO 2π∗ and Cu 3dyz orbitals as illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). The CO 2π∗ and Cu 3dxz interaction is relatively
minor because of their large energy difference and will not be
included in the discussion. From Fig. 2(c), the σ antibonding
band, composed mainly of Cu 3d3y2−r2 orbitals, is closer to the
CO 2π∗ orbitals in energy than those composed of Cu 3dyz and
3dxy , however, it has the wrong symmetry to form a bond with
CO 2π∗ orbitals. Pulling a Cu atom by around 1 A˚ from the
chain enables the Cu 3dyz orbital to hybridize simultaneously
with both CO 2π∗ and adjacent O py orbitals, as shown
in Fig. 4(b). In this distorted Cu-O- chain configuration the
3dyz orbital of the lifted Cu atom is incorporated in the σ
antibonding band, effectively raising its energy closer to that
of CO 2π∗ orbitals, and consequently gaining more energy
from hybridization.
It is also worth mentioning that although lifting the Cu
atom stretches and thus slightly weakens the Cu-O bond (O
2py has larger overlap with the undistorted Cu 3d3y2−r2 orbital
than lifted Cu 3dyz), this 1-A˚ lifting would be advantageous
if the original surface were under a compressive strain due
to its epitaxial relation with the substrate. This possibility is
supported by the 1.849 A˚ Cu-O bond length in CuO2, which
is larger than 3.6/2 A˚ dimension of the substrate unit cell in
the y direction.23
D. Tilted configuration and attractive dipolar interaction
STM measurements and DFT calculations show that in
addition to the lifting, the chemisorbed CO molecule, including
the host Cu atom, is tilted by ∼±45◦ with respect to surface
normal (z direction) along the x direction.14 One can attribute
this Cu-CO tilting to the energy gain from the dipole-image
dipole attraction and the negligible cost of rotating the
Cu 3d orbitals at the adsorption site. We stress that it is
the 1D character of the Cu-O- chain, which makes such
tilting configuration possible. More specifically, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), tilting the host Cu amounts to changing the local
Cu 3dyz orbital to 3dy ′z′ with z′ defined as 45◦ tilted with
respect to the surface normal ( ˆz′ · zˆ = ˆz′ · xˆ = cos 45◦). In
terms of the 1D Cu-O- chain, tilting a lifted Cu does not affect
its hybridization amplitude with its adjacent O py orbitals
and therefore preserves the electronic structure. The tilting
would be energetically constrained if it involved breaking
a chemical bond. Using our simple model with parameters
previously specified, the adsorption involves a charge transfer
from the Cu to CO, which is estimated to be 0.13e. Because
the charge transfer is mainly between Cu 3d and C 2p
orbitals, whose mutual distance is roughly 2 A˚, the surface
dipole composed of Cu(+)-CO(−) unit can be estimated to be
0.26(=0.13 × 2) e× A˚, which is about twice as large at the
value obtained by DFT calculation (∼0.13 e×A˚).14 Taking
the image plane to be 0.5 A˚ below the Cu-O- chain,24 the
±45◦ CO configuration can gain an energy of ∼55 meV more
from the dipole-image dipole interaction with respect to the
0◦ (vertical) CO configuration. The energy gain is roughly
twice the value obtained from DFT calculation (difference
between the vertical and tilted energy minima in Fig. 2(c) in
Ref. 14). The DFT energy includes the repulsive interactions,
such as the Pauli repulsion, which together with the attractive
dipole-image dipole interaction, establish the 45◦ tilt angle.
The stable tilted CO adsorption also impacts the CO-CO
interaction. Contrary to the repulsion between vertical surface
dipoles, the CO-CO attraction between two 45◦ tilted dipoles
leads to CO row formation in the direction of tilting, i.e.,
perpendicular to Cu-O- chains. At low CO coverage, STM
measurements show the preference of CO molecules to form
dimers and longer aggregates with two or more CO molecules
located on adjacent Cu-O- chains tilting in the same direction,
as expected from the attractive dipolar interaction.14 The
magnitude of energy gain due to tilting by a pair of dipoles
can be estimated by computing the energy difference between
two +45◦ tilted dipoles and two vertical dipoles with dipole
moments of 0.26 e× A˚ and separation of 5 A˚, which is roughly
10 meV. The dipolar energies for four different CO vertical and
tilted pair configurations are given in Table I.
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TABLE I. The dipolar energy for a pair of dipoles with different
tilt angles. The reference (0 eV) is defined as the energy of two
infinitely separated dipoles.
Dipole 1 Dipole 2 Energy (meV)
0◦ 0◦ +7.35
0◦ +45◦ +3.5
+45◦ +45◦ − 3.6
+45◦ −45◦ − 2.9
IV. MICROSCOPIC MODEL II: SUBSTRATE DISTORTION
INDUCED CO-CO REPULSION
In this section we explore the consequences of the proposed
model for CO chemisorption to discuss the CO-CO interaction
along the Cu-O- chain. In particular, we will show how the CO
induced distortion leads to a strong CO-CO repulsion mediated
by electronic interactions along the Cu-O- chain.
The strong lifting of the host Cu atom also causes moderate
lifting of the chain atoms in its vicinity. Essentially these
distortions occur to maximize the overlap between chain atoms
close to the host Cu by tilting the nearby oxygen 2py and Cu
3d3y2−r2 orbitals up toward the lifted Cu atom, as illustrated in
Fig. 4(b). When two CO molecules on the same Cu-O- chain
are close, the chain cannot distort to optimize the electron
hoppings between them as in the single CO molecule case,
because the tilting direction favored by one of the CO is
opposed to that favored by the other. For example, when two
CO molecules are separated by one lattice constant, which
is illustrated in Fig. 6(a), the direct Cu-O hoppings between
Cu at site 0 and + 1 become weaker than those outside
the adsorbates, because the oxygen 2py orbital between site
0 and 1 does not tilt. Consequently the effective Cu-Cu
FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) The hopping suppression effect. When
two CO molecules adsorb on the neighboring sites on the same Cu-O-
chain, the overlap of Cu 3dyz and O 2py orbitals along the Cu-O- chain
is reduced by unfavorable geometry. Two tilted (red) arrows indicate
the tilting directions of the O 2py orbitals to maximize hybridization
with 3d orbitals of adjacent Cu atoms. The horizontal (green) arrow
indicates that the O 2py sandwiched by two lifted Cu cannot tilt.
(b) The tight-binding model of the relevant orbital interactions.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The interadsorbate interaction as a function
of inter-CO distance. The dashed and solid curves are chain-mediated
interactions with and without the hopping suppression, respectively;
the dotted curve includes both the hopping suppression and the
dipole-dipole repulsion. Without the hopping suppression and dipolar
repulsion, the GES model predicts a bound state between pairs of
adsorbates at R = 1 (Ref. 21).
hopping along the chain segment between two neighboring
CO molecules is suppressed; we name this mechanism the
hopping-suppression effect.
Figure 6(b) illustrates how the effective Cu-Cu hopping
is modified due to the hopping suppression. Details of the
model parameters are provided in Appendix D and here we
simply discuss the results. In the case of 77-K experiments,
as discussed in Sec. III B, a repulsion energy of ∼30 meV
is necessary to prevent proximate adsorption of two CO
molecules on the same Cu-O- chain. Figure 7 shows the
effective CO-CO interaction mediated by substrate electrons.
The hopping suppression-induced repulsion affects CO ad-
sorption for the inter-CO distance R = 1–5 in Cu-O unit cells.
For R = 2–5, the repulsion energy is greater than 38 meV,
i.e., five times larger than the experimental temperature at
77 K. At R = 1, however, the GES model without hopping
suppression predicts a strong bound state,21 and therefore
including the hopping suppression results in an effective
repulsion of only 11 meV. At this distance, however, the
short-range dipole-dipole repulsion is significant and has to
be included. Estimating the same dipole moment as used to
explain CO row formation, the repulsion energy at R = 1 for
two parallel CO molecules at a distance of 3.6 A˚ is ∼20 meV.
Combining both mechanisms for intermolecular repulsion our
model predicts stable chemisorption for a minimum separation
of 5 lattice constants (∼18 A˚) between two CO molecules.
According to our model, the main effect of the hopping
suppression is that two proximate adsorbates on the same Cu-
O- chain effectively divide the 1D substrate into two segments.
To put it simply, one adsorbate loses interaction with half of
the substrate by presence of another, which reduces the a single
molecule adsorption energy. Such segmenting, which is only
possible for a 1D substrate, has been recently reported in the
interaction of single CO molecule with a single-atom wide Au
chain.25 The range of repulsion depends on the extent of the
adsorption-induced substrate distortion. Our calculation only
considers this effect for intermolecular separation R  5 and
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within this range a strong repulsion is found. We point out
that the hopping suppression repulsion requires only Cu atom
lifting and is not related to the Cu-CO unit tilting.
V. DISCUSSION
Having proposed the hopping suppression model, which
successfully accounts for the on-chain repulsion between CO
molecules, here we first discuss the sensitivity of the model to
various parameters, and then justify the neglected interactions
in our model. Included in our model are the substrate electronic
bands [Eq. (2)], the interaction of one or two adsorbates with
the substrate [Eqs. (3) and (4)], and the substrate mediated
interaction between adsorbates that leads to the hopping
suppression [Fig. 6 and Eq. (D1)].
The substrate is described by two bands and five parameters
[Eq. (2)]. As discussed in Sec. III A, based on a previous tight-
binding calculation16 we use t = t ′ = 0.5 eV, α = 0.25 eV,
μ = 0.4 eV, and Eoff = 2 eV. For the adsorption energy
calculation, only two of these five parameters are important–
the hopping parameter of the partially filled band t , and the
chemical potential μ, because the upper substrate band is
empty. If we take the coupling α = 0, which reduces the
problem to a one-band model (t ′ and Eoff become irrelevant),
the difference from the presented results is smaller than 15%
(the one band model leads to larger adsorption energy). We
note, however, that all five parameters are needed to explain
the observed peak ∼0.6 eV above Ef in STM measurements.19
The adsorbate-substrate interaction is described by two
parameters: the energy of the 2π∗ state from the DFT PDOS
(Fig. 5), for which we choose a = 1.5 eV [Eq. (3)], and
the interaction strength V = 1 eV [Eq. (4)]. From a second-
order perturbation calculation estimate, the adsorption energy
is approximately V 2/a . Finally, the hopping suppression
[Eq. (D1)] is described by only one parameter (see the
discussion in Appendix D). Numerically we found that for
interadsorbate separation R > 1 lattice constant, a hopping
reduction of10% is enough to produce the required repulsion
(in the sense of Sec. II B). For R = 1, without hopping
suppression two adsorbates experience a strong attraction due
to the bound-state formation (Sec. IV and Fig. 7). In this case
a hopping suppression of 30% and the dipolar repulsion
are needed. Overall when R  2, the required repulsion can be
achieved easily, without invoking the additional dipole-dipole
repulsion.
Our model also does not include the hybridization of the
CO 5σ orbitals with the substrate, which is often invoked in the
Blyholder-type interaction. The orbital is deep (roughly −6 eV
below Ef ), and therefore the main effect of its interaction is the
Pauli repulsion with the occupied bands of the substrate.26–28
As we noted in Ref. 14, Pauli repulsion may contribute to
lifting of the host Cu atom, and slightly reduces the single
adsorption energy, but does not contribute to the interadsorbate
interaction21 because the surface band is completely filled.
Because we focus here on surface-mediated interaction, the
5σ orbital is not included in our model.
Including the Van der Waals interaction in DFT29 has been
shown to supplement chemisorption in the characterization of
some adsorbate systems.29–31 In the present DFT calculation
the Van der Waals effect is not included, but reasonable
agreement with experiments14 is reached. Therefore we believe
this effect does not significantly affect the CO molecule self-
assembly as a first approximation. Our preliminary calcula-
tions show that the Van der Waals interaction indeed increases
the chemisorption energy by 0.1–0.2 eV depending on the CO
molecule geometry,32 but it does not alter the chemisorption
structure that is responsible for the self-assembly.
Finally, we consider the elastic energy associated with
the chemisorption. The elastic energy typically describes the
energy cost of a small lattice distortion where the local orbitals
contributing to the bonding essentially remain intact. In the
case where CO induces a large distortion, however, such as
the 1-A˚ lifting of the host Cu atom (Sec. III C), the existing
bonds (Cu 3d3y2−r2 and O 2py) are broken and new bonds are
formed (Cu 3dyz and O 2py). In this case, the elastic energy
with respect to the undistorted chain imposes an energy barrier
between the initial undistorted and the final strongly distorted
configurations, but is not directly related to the energy of the
final configuration. In fact, in the DFT calculation starting from
the undistorted configuration and allowing the system to relax,
the 1-A˚ Cu lifting configuration is attained without an energy
barrier. This suggests that the elastic energy cost of forming
the chemisorption bond is only a secondary energy scale, and
including only the electronic contribution is sufficient for the
current purpose.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and implemented a simple model to
explain the striking features of CO adsorption on a Cu(110)-
(2 × 1)-O surface that emanate from the undercoordinated
nature of the adsorption sites and one-dimensional elec-
tronic properties of the substrate. A coherent picture of
CO chemisorption on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O surface can be
summarized as follows. First, CO adsorption induces a strong
host Cu lifting of 1 A˚ because this distortion effectively moves
the Cu 3dyz orbital up in energy and consequently gains more
energy from Cu 3dyz and CO 2π∗ hybridization. This is the
primary manifestation of the interaction of CO molecules with
the 1D substrate. Moreover, the CO adsorption prefers a 45◦
tilted configuration because it allows for the dipole-image
dipole attraction. The 1D nature of the substrate ensures that
no bonds are broken for all tilt angles (like a hinge), which
could not happen for an isotropic 2D substrate. The unusual
chemisorption geometry of CO molecules on Cu-O- chains
involving both lifting and tilting leads to very anisotropic
CO-CO interactions. Along the x direction, CO molecules
have a tendency to form rows because of attraction between
45◦ tilted dipoles, whereas in the perpendicular y direction, CO
molecules tend to repel one another because of the hopping
suppression effect. The nanograting self-assembly pattern is
a graphic manifestation of these two anisotropic interactions.
Note that although the inter-CO interaction is governed by
different mechanisms, which lead to orthogonal attractive and
repulsive interactions, they are both direct consequences of the
strong lifting of host Cu atom upon CO chemisorption.
Our work illustrates how formation of a chemical bond
through specific orbital interactions between an adsorbate and
1D dispersive states of the substrate can impact the surface
geometrical and electronic structures. In particular for the 1D
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or quasi-1D substrate surfaces, the vertical displacement of the
adsorbate can be crucial. We expect that similar chemisorption-
induced restructuring could be favorable at step and kink
defects on 2D surfaces and other reduced coordination sites
that may confer enhanced catalytic properties.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF DFT CALCULATION
DFT calculations were performed using the VASP code33
with a well converged 500.0-eV plane-wave cutoff, the
Perdew-Wang functional,34 and the projector augmented wave
method.35 The Cu substrate was represented by a slab contain-
ing ten layers and, for all the lateral supercells considered, the
number of k points was always consistent with a 3 × 4 × 1 k
sampling of the underlying (2 × 1) substrate unit cell.
APPENDIX B: MODELING THE SUBSTRATE BANDS
First, we discuss how to model the antibonding Cu-O-
band by the tight-binding model with only one effective
Cu-Cu hopping on the Cu-O- chain. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
without CO adsorption the direct hoppings from an oxygen
2py to its left and right Cu 3d3y2−r2 have the opposite signs.
Assuming the energy difference between Cu and O orbitals is
E(> 0) and the hopping amplitude tpd , the dispersion of the
antibonding band is E2 + {(E2 )2 + 2t2pd [1 − cos(k)]}1/2.13
When |tpd/E|  1, the antibonding band dispersion can
be approximated with −2( t
2
pd
E
) cos(k) (discarding an overall
energy shift), from which we deduce that the effective Cu-Cu
hopping is −t where t = t
2
pd
E
. Generally the effective hopping
between two adjacent Cu is given by −t with
t = −tpd,L × tpd,R/E, (B1)
where tpd,L(R) is the direct hopping between the O 2p orbital
and its left (right) Cu 3d orbital. The Cu(110) surface band
is characterized by +t ′, which is the direct Cu 4py–Cu 4py
hopping. The sign choice in Fig. 3 makes both t and t ′
positive. Similar to the effective Cu-Cu hopping for the Cu-O-
antibonding band, the coupling between Cu atoms on Cu-O-
chain and Cu on the Cu(110) surface is also mediated via
hoppings through oxygens. Because the equation is similar to
Eq. (B1), the couplings alternate in sign as shown in Fig. 3(a).
APPENDIX C: HAMILTONIAN AND FORMALISM
The Hamiltonian we use to describe the effective adsorbate-
substrate interaction is divided into three parts—the substrate,
the absorbates, and the coupling between them:
H (i) = H (i)0 + H (i)c ≡
(
Hs + H (i)a
)+ H (i)c . (C1)
As discussed in Secs. III A and III B, the superscripts i = 1
or 2 indicate the number of absorbates considered, and the
subscripts s, a, and c stand for substrate, adsorbate, and cou-
pling, respectively. The exact forms are specified in Eqs. (2)–
(4) and Eq. (D1). Equation (C1) is quadratic in fermionic
operators and therefore can be solved exactly. To compute
the adsorption energy, we denote the eigenvalues of H (i)0 and
H (i) as 0,j and j and the energy gain from the absorption
is
W =
∑
j<Ef
j −
∑
j<E0,f
0,j , (C2)
with Ef (E0,f ) the Fermi level of interacting (noninteracting)
system. Note that because the number of adsorbates is
negligible (one or two over many electrons) compared to
that of conduction electrons, E0,f = Ef .21,36 Ef is therefore
determined by the density of bare surface conduction electron
n, i.e.,
n = 1
N
∑
j
(Ef − 0,j ), (C3)
where N is the total number of sites and (x) is the step
function [(x) = 1 (0) when x is positive (negative)]. The
value of Ef remains fixed when coupling to the adsorbates.
Following the derivation in Ref. 21, we define the bare
Green’s function G(i)0 (E) = [E − H (i)0 ]−1 and the absorption
energy is given by
W = − 2
π
∫ Ef
−∞
dE Imln
[
I − G(i)0 (E)V (i)
]
. (C4)
The single molecule adsorption energy is
Wsingle = − 2
π
∫ Ef
−∞
dE Imln
[
I − G(1)0 (E)V (1)
]
. (C5)
The interaction between a pair of adsorbates as a function of
separation R is
Wpair(R) = − 2
π
∫ Ef
−∞
dE Imln
[
I − G(2)0 (E)V (2)(R)
]
− 2Wsingle. (C6)
Note that the repulsive (attractive) interaction depending on
the interadsorbate distance corresponds to Wpair(R) > 0
[Wpair(R) < 0].
APPENDIX D: MODEL OF HOPPING SUPPRESSION
As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the amplitude of electron
hoppings on the same Cu-O chain between two CO molecules
is reduced from t to t − t (i), and the amount of hopping
suppression is determined as follows. First, we recall from
Eq. (B1) that t , the effective Cu-Cu hopping without distortions
and the reference value for comparing suppression, is given by
tpd × tpd/E with tpd the direct Cu-O hopping without CO
adsorption. Here we use the notation where −ti−j represents
the effective electron hopping between site i and j . Because
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the sign of hopping effect has no real influence for the
current purpose, we assume that ti−j is always positive and
take the absolute value of Eq. (B1) when evaluating the
hoppings.
For two adsorbates separated by one lattice constant (R =
1), we assume the direct oxygen-copper hopping tpydxz =
0.8tpd for the oxygen between Cu at site 0 and 1, leading
to an effective hopping t0−1 = 0.64t = t − t (1) and therefore
t (1) = +0.36t . The justification will be given shortly. We
emphasize that to comply with the assumption that a single
Cu lifting does not change the substrate band dispersion,
the effective hoppings outside two CO molecules are the
same as those without CO adsorption. For R > 1, we further
approximate the suppressed direct hopping by
t˜pd (L) = tpd
[
1 − γ 1A˚
L
]
, (D1)
with 1 A˚ the vertical displacement of the host Cu, L half the
horizontal separation between two host Cu, and γ , a constant,
set to 0.36 so that when L = 1.8 A˚, t˜pd = 0.8tpd , which
reduces to the R = 1 case. This expression approximates the
tilting angle of the linear orbital (Cu 3d3y2−r2 or O 2py) to be
tan−1[1 A˚/L] and at large L (L > 3.6 A˚) it amounts to that
the direct d − p hopping reduces linearly as a function of the
tilting angle.37
For R = 2, the Cu-O hoppings from Cu at site 0 to its right
oxygen, and from site 2 left are unchanged due to the tilting
of oxygen py orbital, but the Cu-O hoppings from Cu at site
1 to its adjacent oxygens are suppressed because the tilting of
Cu 3d3y2−r2 can only maximize the hopping to one direction.
Applying Eq. (D1), this hopping is t˜pd (L = 3.6 A˚) = 0.9tpd
leading to t0−1 = t1−2 = 0.9t and t (2) = +0.1t . For R = 3,
we have t0−1 = t2−3 = t and thus t (3)1 = 0. The Cu-O hopping
between O and Cu at site 1 and 2 is to be t˜pd (L = 5.4 A˚) =
0.93tpd , leading to t1−2 = 0.87t and t (3)0 = 0.13t . The same
arguments could be used to estimate the hopping suppression
for R > 3, as appears to be important in the experiment, and
here we model this effect up to R = 5.
Similar hopping suppression has been implicated in the
transport properties of manganites, which undergo Jahn-Teller
distortion. As seen in the LaMnO3,37 the GdFeO3-type rotation
pushes the O between two adjacent Mn away from the Mn-Mn
axis, thereby reducing the hybridization of Mn 3d eg and O
2p orbitals. Such distortion can reduce the effective Mn-Mn
hopping by 40% (corresponding to the direct Mn-O hopping
reduction by 20%) when the Mn-O-Mn angle is 150◦ (for
the unperturbed structure, the angle is 180◦). Because in the
current case, the lobes of the lifted Cu 3dyz and its adjacent O
2py orbitals are not pointing toward each other, we therefore
believe that although the values of hopping suppression used
here are assumed, our estimates are conservative.
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